Against the background of a new interest in empires past and present and an infl ation of the concept in modern political language and beyond, the article fi rst looks at the use of the concept as an analytical marker in historical and current interpretations of empires. With a focus on Western European cases, the concrete semantics of empire as a key concept in modern European history is analyzed, combining a reconstruction of some diachronic trends with synchronic diff erentiations.
ity, and point to the example of traditional empires. 4 Finally, the end of Cold War antagonism gave rise to the United States' new international strategy to maintain and, for a time, expand its international engagement in a world of asymmetrically located confl icts. Th e role of the United States as the last remaining empire has provoked controversial discussions on the chances and limits of empires in the past and present. 5 Th ese developments are the catalysts for a new interest in historical alternatives beyond the nation-state, not only among academic historians but also for a wider public, and may explain the focus on European empires of the early modern period and later. In contrast to the long-held premise of unavoidable disintegration and decay, the present focus is rather on the following questions: Why were empires able to last for so long? In which ways did they contribute to the stability of the international order between 1815 and 1914? And where did the limits of their potential for integration lie? A shift from the paradigm of "rise and fall" toward the question of "chances and crises" is obvious in many recent studies on the topic. 6 For example, historians of Austria-Hungary have pointed to the failure of many nationalist movements to gain widespread support for secessionism before and even during the fi rst years of World War I. 7 In light of these developments, there currently seems to be an infl ation of empires and all things imperial, although in some fi elds, such as economics, anthropology, and missionary theology, the fascination with empires was more than obvious as early as the late nineteenth century. Th e current trend favorable to the study of empires stems from an increased interest in transnational phenomena and the history of global entanglements, such as human rights, that transcend the boundaries of nation-states and point to models of political order that help to put into historical perspective the relatively late birth of the nation and nation-states. What is called empire or characterized as imperial today tends to embrace almost all spheres of popular life and academic discourse. Corresponding to this quantitative infl ation is the qualitative spread. Th e meanings of empire and imperialism in everyday language have become so unlimited that Stephen Howe could conclude that "imperialism has gone imperial, colonialism has colonized our language. "
8 Th e concepts of empire and imperialism have spread not only within the disciplines of political science and history, but may also be found in economics, anthropology, literary studies, and theology. Th e various meanings these concepts have absorbed in diff erent contexts have further complicated the matter, above all through their repeated connection with other highly contested concepts such as colonialism, postcolonialism, globalization, and, very recently, neoliberalism. One basic observation relevant to most of these usages of empire is that they denote a particular relation between a more powerful agency of rule and less powerful subsystems. 10 Th is relation has become more and more problematic and negative, as, for instance, in the perspective of the colonized vis-à-vis imperial actors. 11 As with so many other concepts that contain in themselves a whole history of semantic change and, therefore, evade any isolated defi nition, the increasing infl ation of connotations and usages has reduced the analytical value of empire. 12 Th ere is thus a necessity to focus on the semantics of empire and on the usage of the concept, the argument, and the metaphor as developed by past contemporaries.
Given the limitations of a journal article, the following cannot be more than a symptomatic analysis. In order to identify important leitmotifs, narratives, and interpretative paradigms, which form part of the historical semantics of empire, the fi rst part of this article looks at the use of empire as an analytical tool utilized by historians and other researchers-in itself a historical analysis of changes as they were represented by historiographic trends. Against this background, the second part concentrates on the concrete semantics of empire, with a focus on Western European cases. In order to achieve a comparative view, one would certainly have to include many more examples: continental European empires such as the Russian, Ottoman, or Spanish Empires, extra-European cases such as China, and the complexity of "writing back" the empire from the perspective of the colonized. However, such a broad range of cases fi ts into the scope of a larger comparative research project that transcends the limits of an article. Yet even on the basis of a limited focus, such an analysis seems all the more important since empire has become a key concept of historical and present political language. Furthermore, there is rarely a deeper refl ection on the diachronic change and synchronic variety of meanings that stand behind diff erent uses of empire and imperial pasts: "imperium" is not "empire" in English, which is not "empire" in French, which is not "Reich. "
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Beyond "Decline and Fall"
Narratives and Leitmotifs in Classic and Recent Empire Historiography
In order to better situate the approach of comparative historical semantics, it is useful to fi rst systematize classical and more current syntheses, narratives, and interpretative patterns in the use of empire as a concept. Th e following examples denote discursive situations and are to be understood as ideal-types, helping to better understand the syntheses and narrative paradigms that have so far evolved from the historiographic encounters with empires and imperial histories. Which master narratives are more convincing than others, and why? What role do grand narratives play in collective identity formation? How are we to explain the attractiveness and the suggestive quality of empire in narratives? 14 Five normative aspects seem of particular importance:
(1) One of the most infl uential narratives on empire history is certainly Edward Gibbon's History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, published between 1776 and 1789. Gibbon's work became a canonized study on imperial history because he developed such a suggestive pattern of positive origins, crisis, decline, and fall, referring to the problem of imperial overstretch as a fundamental problem in late Roman antiquity. At the same time, his interpretation was exemplary in that he applied the study of an ancient empire to his own contemporary discussion on the current state and future of the British Empire following the confl ict over the North American colonies. Th us, his work served as a warning for contemporaries not to repeat the dangerous developments of their Roman predecessor.
15 Th e leitmotif of a possible repetition, of thinking in historical analogies, but also of the tension between uniqueness and circular models of world history all formed a part of this imperial history. Its attractiveness stemmed also from the idea of a translatio imperii, by which all empires, old and new, were linked to each other.
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(2) Th e comparison between the British Empire and ancient empires, further underlined by the application of the model of civic virtue and the language of classical republicanism, formed part of a Whig interpretation of the British Empire. It began to develop in the eighteenth century and referred to an evolutionary, gradual, and organic concept of progress and English civilization expanding over time and space, contributing to the general improvement and moral rise of hitherto uncivilized peoples-an image that could be easily contrasted with Oriental despotism. Th e semantics of empire included a strong element of universalism and mission and thus a suggestive dichotomy of identity and alterity. 17 18 But for many recent nation-states such as Belgium, Germany, or Italy, the reference to empire was a suggestive way to strengthen their legitimacy as political actors in the international arena and against a background of increasing tensions. Hence, imperializing nation-states used empire as a political tool to reaffi rm their position.
(3) Th roughout the nineteenth century, empires and imperial policies were identifi ed by more than just ruling vast territories with ethnically and religiously diverse populations. For early critics of imperialism, expanding power in time and space represented another state in the development of bourgeois capitalism in metropolitan societies. From this a negative counternarrative developed around the concept of empire, no longer focusing on merely political aspects but on socioeconomic processes, and concentrating on the colonies' function to stabilize metropolitan economies and societies. Th ese analyses resulted in attempts to explain the origins of empires and predict their future erosion based on models found in the works of John Hobson, Rosa Luxemburg, and Vladimir Ilyich Lenin. 19 (4) A fourth interpretation developed toward the end of the nineteenth century in Britain, as well as among Austrian Socialists: it concentrated on the idea of empire as a federation of diverse ethnic populations bound together as a commonwealth-a concept that soon denoted a model counter to the apparently successful model of the nineteenth-century nation-state. Within that perspective, empires seemed to provide a container for many ethnic groups without inevitably eroding because of aggressive nationalist and secessionist movements. But this positive connotation of empire in the sense of "federation" and "commonwealth" could in practice always be contrasted with imperial rule, for example, in South Africa, India, or Ireland in the case of the British Empire. (5) Contrary to the idea of empire as a federation was the critical view of empire as a means of repressing young, newly awakened, nations. Th e empire as an authoritarian framework for multiethnic populations and stateless nations, a peoples' prison, became a highly infl uential component of modernization theories that saw the homogenous nation-state as the ideal structure for political and socioeconomic progress. Th e Greeks in the 1820s, the Poles aft er 1830, the Italian Risorgimento and the Hungarian national movement against the Habsburg Monarchy during the revolutions of 1848/1849 were examples that underlined the idea of a repressive empire. Woodrow Wilson's response to the crisis of World War I, his ideal of national self-determination, had much to do with this negative image. It also had a lasting impact on historiographies in the twentieth century because it off ered a suggestive black-and-white dichotomy of repressive empires and repressed nations desperately seeking to emancipate themselves from imperial rule. Th eodor Schieder's classifi cation of secessionist nationalisms in Eastern Europe referred to this model, further molding the semantics of empire as well.
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In contrast to these fi ve normative approaches, more recent syntheses have pointed to particularly analytical criteria behind empires and have added to the complex semantics.
(6) A further interpretative inroad into the complexities of empires was based on the diff erentiation between maritime and continental empires, referring to the ideal-types of the maritime British Empire on the one hand, and the Habsburg Monarchy, the Russian Empire, and the Ottoman Empire on the other. Helmut Gollwitzer and others have focused on the structural diff erences resulting from these basic constellations.
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(7) Another perspective points to the external dimension of empires as agents and actors in international relations. In this respect, a classic example was and is the focus on the various crises over the Ottoman Empire's position and its long-term erosion in Southeast Europe. Th e development of the Oriental question from the eighteenth century to the Balkan wars and the outbreak 21 of World War I served as a pretext to ask if authoritarian empires had not been particularly responsible for the destabilization of the international system.
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(8) In contrast to the external perspective, more recent interpretations have concentrated on internal processes, thus overcoming the classical difference between metropolitan centers and colonial peripheries. A particular version of this interpretative pattern looks at the "empire at home"-at the ways and means by which imperial experiences have permeated metropolitan societies.
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(9) Postcolonial studies and new imperial history have applied the critical approach of deconstructing images of empires and the imperial self. Originally focusing on the problematic role of European colonizers, but implicitly arguing on the basis of European connotations and concepts, which were then made the very object of critical deconstruction, this culturalist approach further challenged the traditional understanding of Europe and the Occidentthe apparent center and apparent periphery. Benedict Anderson's "imagined communities" and Eric Hobsbawm's "invented traditions" were applied to imperial icons such as the imperial British monarchy. 25 Even more important have been debates on Orientalism and Occidentalism following Edward Said's works, constructing the other from the European perspective or constructing Europe from the outward perspective, as well as Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak's subaltern studies and Homi Bhaba's notion of hybridity. All of these works have underlined the importance of the semantics of empire as markers of oft en-confl icting identities aft er formal empires have passed into history. Th ese works underline that the semantics of empire cannot be reduced to a European perspective and understanding, but that the "writing back" of empire from the perspective of non-European voices, the reconstruction of the unequal meanings of empire in diff erent imperial and colonial contexts, is of equal importance. 26 Although this article cannot include this perspective, it is clear that any future research will have to take it into systematic consideration. (10) Finally, we can observe a renaissance of imperial paradigms and narratives from the 1980s and 1990s. Th e post-imperial era aft er the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1990/1991 and the apparent dominance of the United States in world politics has opened a variety of insights into the mechanisms of eroding empires and nation building. Th e interpretation of the Habsburg Monarchy as an example of a relatively successful policy to accommodate peaceful coexistence of many ethnic groups prior to 1914 pointed in this direction. 27 Aft er 1989-1991, an obvious demand developed for imperial reinterpretations of world order, as demonstrated by the successes of Herfried Münkler's book on Imperium and Niall Ferguson's interpretation of the historic British Empire as a partial blueprint for an American Empire in the twenty-fi rst century. Empires provide a kind of political and historical orientation that other institutions or agents seem unable to off er.
Empire as a Suggestive Metaphor
How can we explain the prominent role played by empires in historical narratives and semantics until the present? What makes empires such a suggestive historical narrative and metaphor for historical duration and change? Five aspects seem of particular relevance.
(1) Empire as a historical concept always refers to a particular aura that leads to grand historical comparisons-biblical empires, Egypt and Persia, the Maya, Chinese, Roman, and Christian empires-that transcend Europe and make historical analogies possible. Th ese analogies allow quasi-sacral connotations that go beyond the mere semantics of "state" or "rule". Empires, from that perspective, allow a conception of order that derives its legitimacy from narratives of continuity and duration. Th e translatio imperii creates a legitimizing chain of empires with a past, a present, and a future, and it stresses the importance of learning from imperial history, which has been a prominent feature from Gibbon to Ferguson. It was no accident that invented empire traditions in the course of the nineteenth century included the adoption of the very concept of empire, such as in the Ottoman and the Russian Empires, in order to underline their symbolic equality with other empires, such as the Ger- 28 However, blueprints and master plans derived from imperial examples of the past also tend to provoke controversial debates on normative images of empires.
(2) Empires come with particular missions based on religious, moral, and heroic connotations. As one can see from the semantics of Reich in German, the medieval connotations were deeply rooted in Christian theology, linking the continuation of historical empires to a Christian direction of history. Th ese meanings, which went well beyond that of "state" or "estate" in that they offered a particular universal legitimacy, pointing to messianic, eschatological, and utopian dimensions, led to the fascination of past contemporaries with the many translationes imperii. Even aft er the formal end of the old German Reich in 1804, the semantics of diff erence continued to impregnate political language in Germany, as the invented continuities of 1871 ("Second Reich") and 1933 ("Th ird Reich") demonstrated. Th e strong sense of fulfi lling a plan in history, of making history complete, had its roots in the religious semantics behind Reich. Another important reference developed in the course of the nineteenth century when the relationship between (Christian) missions in colonial empires and the defi nition of empire as an instrument of civilization became crucial.
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(3) Empires are characterized by large processes in time and space, hence the importance of connected leitmotifs such as expansion, agglomeration, invasion, and moving frontiers in contrast to static borders, of centers and peripheries, of contact zones, transfers, and spatial interactions, of integration, erosion, and disintegration.
(4) Empires apparently off er orientation through the imagined dichotomization between the imperial self and the colonized other, although the practice is characterized more oft en by hybrid combinations and varieties in between the two. Nevertheless, empires include particular dramatis personae, colorful heroic agents, ornamental contexts, and "situations coloniales. " as demonstrated by the examples of divide et impera, the focus on the imperial elite, on men on the spot, on the phenomena of the elite going native. Empires contend with a capital of historical experiences regarding fl exible means to deal with ethnic, political, legal, religious, and geographical diversity. Th is can be contrasted with the imperial imitation of the nation-state model at the end of the nineteenth century, when invented imperial nationalisms-such as Turkifi cation, Russifi cation, Magyarization-provoked new national movements within empires, thus limiting the traditional freedom of action.
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Historical Semantics of Empire in Comparative Perspective
Friedrich Nietzsche's famous dictum-everything that contains in itself a whole history would evade any defi nition-can be applied to the semantics of empire as well.
32 Th e concept meant very diff erent things to diff erent historical actors in diff erent societies at diff erent times. In order to avoid the trap of semantic nominalism, that is, the unrefl ected transfer of a concept from one historical context to another and the use of the concept only in retrospect, thereby neglecting the diachronic change and synchronic diversity of meanings, the following tour d'horizon is a fi rst attempt to reconstruct major turning points in the historical semantics of empire. It is a symptomatic analysis, focusing on Western European perspectives and also leaving out the important views of the colonized and their counterconcepts.
Universalism and Particularism: The Meaning of Imperium from the Ancient World to the Middle Ages and the Early Modern Period
Imperium, from which the word "empire" is derived, signifi ed legitimate authority or dominion in Roman antiquity. In the historical context of the Roman republic, the imperator was fi rst of all a successful military leader and general, and even when imperator came to be identifi ed with monarch, imperium and imperator retained a strong element of military command and military offi ce. Th is semantic coupling of empire with the spheres of war and the military was to become a lasting legacy. In the nineteenth century many of the newly invented traditions of the empire referred to the military in order to off er a monarchical symbol of unity, as documented by many examples ranging from both Napoleons to the Ottoman Sultans, the Russian Tsars, and the Meiji tennō in Japan. Military iconography and the symbolization of the ability to wage war were decisive for communicating the meaning of empire. In the context of ancient Rome imperium came to denote Rome's right to command obedience from all subjugated peoples. At the same time it referred to the dual self-images of a superior civilization, marked by the contrast to barbarian peoples and to the idea of a universal monarchy. Th is was also refl ected in Greek philosophy, which from the second century BCE onward had drawn a parallel between the Imperium Romanum and the universe (oikumene). Th us, the semantics of orbis terrarum and imperium came together.
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Imperium's meaning in the Middle Ages was fi rst of all suff used by the rise of Christianity. Th is led to a new combination of a universal monotheistic religion and a universal imperial tradition. Th is particular sacralization of imperium had far-reaching consequences for the heirs of the Imperium Romanum. Th e meaning of imperium in Byzantium was marked by the ability of the Byzantine emperor to fully control the patriarch of Constantinople and the Eastern Church, whereas in the Western part of the former imperium, a long confl ict developed between the Pope on the one hand and the imperial power on the other. Whereas the Western interpretation of imperium had to take into account the rise of territorial states and hereditary aristocratic actors in politics, leading to new concepts of law and contracts, such restrictions did not matter in the Byzantine interpretation of imperium. 34 Here the formal claim to symbolize the direct tradition of the Imperium Romanum continued until 1493. Th e traditional duality of West and East according to the idea of divisio imperii and renovatio imperii gave way in the eleventh century to a perceived superiority of the Western empire.
In the course of the Middle Ages, three levels of the semantics of empire in the Western tradition can be discerned. Th e complication of the semantics resulted from the fact that these levels could not be separated; rather, they overlapped and led to quasi-entangled meanings. First, the Carolingian concept of empire referred to the restoration in 800 CE of the Holy Roman Empire by Charlemagne, king of the Franks and fi rst emperor of this restored Imperium Romanum. Th e translatio imperii a Graecis ad Francos was later continued by the translatio to the Saxon king Otto in 962 CE. 35 Th e Carolingian imperial title, derived from the function of the defender of the Latin Christian church, marked Charlemagne as a primus inter pares among the other European monarchs, but Charlemagne did not follow universalist objectives. Rather, the political practice of this imperium was characterized by decentralization and devolution of power. Nevertheless, this example became a prime point of reference for Napoleon I aft er 1804 when he looked for historical sources of imperial legitimacy and analogy.
Second, the universal empire according to the interpretation of the Roman Pope was developed in response to attempts by the Hohenstaufen emperors in the twelft h and thirteenth century to convert the Carolingian imperium into a universal empire. Th e Pope's defi nition built upon the universality not of political domination but of religion and evangelization, if necessary by the means of holy wars in crusades.
Th ird, following and expanding the tradition of the Carolingian interpretation, empire could refer to the concrete territory of the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation (Heiliges Römisches Reich deutscher Nation). Th e early defi nitions of Reich in German political language integrated older traditions, such as Charlemagne, but the constitutional and political meaning of Reich unfolded in the fourteenth century when the confl ict with the Pope and German emperors' Italian involvements had ceased and the Reich had developed its own characteristic constitutional framework. Th is framework created a loose confederation that allowed for maximum autonomy for imperial cities, ecclesiastical territories, and princes. Th is tradition had long-term consequences well into the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 36 Even in the entry of the French Encyclopédie of 1755, empire, in general meaning, referred to a vast territory, whereas the specifi c meaning was clearly applied to the case of Germany: "Empire. Th is is the name which one gives to states that are submitted to a sovereign who has the title of 'emperor' , " as in the cases of Russia and the Moghul Empire. However, "among us we apply the name of 'empire' primarily to the German political body which is a republic composed of all the princes 35 
For and Against Empire: Criticism and the Polemic Use of the Concept in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries
As a legacy of the medieval period, the universalistic semantics of empire, as developed so powerfully, for instance, in Dante's monarchia universalis, were still present in political theory in the fourteenth century. However, against the background of rising territorial kingdoms in Europe, there was no realistic prospect of an empire capable of exercising power over the individual kingdoms. Instead, contemporary political theory of the fourteenth century in France developed the idea of the king being emperor in his own realm-rex est imperator in regno suo-in an attempt to prevent any interference from external actors.
38 Th e period of the Protestant Reformation in sixteenth-century Europe confi rmed this development: contrary to the idea of Charles V to establish a new empire surpassing its Roman predecessor in the name of Christian-Catholic universalism, Protestants and their European princes and monarchs referred to the defense of sovereignty.
In England empire referred for a long time simply to dominion of land: "As the true proportion or balance of Dominion in land, such is the nature of Empire. " 39 However, in the seventeenth century the maritime dimension became an important element of the semantics. As early as 1685 Nathaniel Crouch diff erentiated between kingdom, dominion, and empire. Whereas Great Britain was identifi ed with the "three famous Kingdoms of England, Scotland, and Ireland, " he applied empire to the "Acquisitions and Dominions of the English Monarchy in America. " 40 A more systematic discussion of the concept with 37. "C' est le nom qu' on donne aux états qui sont soûmis à un souvérain qui a le titre d'empereur, " as in the cases of Russia and the Moghul Empire. However, "parmi nous, on donne le nom d' empire par excellence au corps Germanique, qui est une république composée de tous les princes et états qui forment les trios colléges de l' Allemagne, et soumise à un chef qui est l' empereur" (translated by Jörn Leonhard Edward Gibbon's classic analysis of the rise and fall of the Roman Empire was meant to be a warning against overstretching the British Empire aft er the experience of 1776. But the contemporary discussion did not focus so much on the concept of empire, since most colonies were seen more as commercial entities and less as forming a coherent political entity. Th e meaning of the concept still lacked an essentially polemic structure. Th us, Alexander Hamilton, who had fought for the American colonies' independence against Britain, could still identify the United States as "an empire in many respects the most interesting in the world. "
42 Nonetheless, the experience of the North American colonies' independence from London brought a fundamental new notion to the understanding of empire, that is, the possible secession from empire, based on anti-imperialist arguments taken from classical republicanism and theories of resistance from the early modern period.
More important was the systematic critique and denunciation of empire in enlightened political theory. Empire came to be identifi ed with extended territories and despotism. Historical and contemporary examples were used to back up this interpretation: the self-governed Roman Republic had been perverted into an imperium by expansion that had gone hand in hand with despotism, and the expansion of the Ottoman Empire off ered an excellent case a great empire necessarily requires a despotic authority for him who governs, since it is essential that decisions are taken promptly to make up for the remoteness of the places to which they are conveyed, that fear puts a check on the distant governor and magistrate, and that the law springs from a single head, capable of never-ceasing adjustments in accordance with the chance events which always multiply in the state in proportion to its dimensions. Without this there would be a dismemberment of the Monarchy into its separate parts and the diverse peoples, released from a domination which they regard as foreign, would begin to live under their own laws.
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A second strand of criticism developed in contemporary political economy. Th e anti-mercantilist theorists, especially Adam Smith, criticized the widening gap between theory and reality of empire: "Th e rulers of Great Britain have … amused the people with the imagination that they possessed a great empire on the west side of the Atlantic. Th is empire, however, has hitherto existed in imagination only. It has hitherto been, not an empire, but the project of an empire. "
44 Th ey regarded empire as a symbol of a particular colonial economy, which Smith associated with slave labor and non-constitutional rule, in stark contrast to the ideal of free trade and international division of labor. Th is critical leitmotif was revived when, in the last third of the nineteenth century, protection seemed on the agenda again. Now it was identifi ed with the idea of making colonial empires the cornerstone in a system of protected economies, allowing complete control over territory and resources for the well-being of metropolitan societies in Europe. John Hobson's explanation of imperialism as the highest state of empire then referred to protection as the natural strategy of empires. For Joseph Schumpeter, empire, imperialism, and the idea of isolated economic entities simply denoted an atavism in history, linked to the existence of military aristocratic classes and warfare, contradicting the evolution of capitalism as a "progressive rationalisation of life and mind. " Finally, Marxism and Leninism focused equally on the social and economic side of empire. Whereas Marx believed in the historical necessity of colonial empires to awake the native peoples from their "undignifi ed, stagnatory and vegetative life, " Lenin challenged the notion of any relation between pre-modern, essentially non-capitalist, empires and the imperialism of his own days. Monopolized fi nance capital and political government had to combine in order to 43 fi nd new markets for trade and investment. Th e permanent wars between the empire-powers would fi nally provoke revolutions. 45 Whereas these critiques of empire used economic arguments, advocates of empire in the nineteenth century referred to diff erent criteria, usually derived from the political and ideological sphere. Th e origins of the two-fold levels of meaning-the socioeconomic level and the political and ideological level-lie here. In 1804, Napoleon's empire in France denoted an attempt to develop a specifi c ideological legitimacy of his new post-revolutionary regime. An amalgamation of bourgeois revolutionary achievements such as the Code Civil, the idées liberal, and a constitution libérale, extraordinary military successes and monarchical traditions pointed to the chain of imperial predecessors. 46 Th e identifi cation of his empire with that of Charlemagne did not take the universalism of Christian religion as its core; rather, it was the European span of his imperial territory that was at its core. In that imperial perspective, the empire's expansion could also be identifi ed with a particular mission and the export of the revolution's progressive legacy. Empire was associated not only with the grandeur of France but also with the historical force of young, stateless nations such as Poland or Italy, for which Napoleon claimed a special responsibility. At the same time, his nephew, Louis Bonaparte, imitated the meanings that his uncle had attached to empire and also expanded the semantics of the concept by a social connotation and a self-image of peaceful progress, despite the fact that the famous motto of 1852, l'empire, c'est la paix, stood increasingly in contrast to the French empire's involvement in wars from the mid-1850s onward. 47 In Germany in the pre-1800s, the early modern meaning of Reich, with its complex and overlapping sovereignties, remained a strong point of reference even aft er the formal end of the Holy Roman Empire in 1804. In this respect Hegel's identifi cation of the succession of four empires-the Persian, Greek, Roman, and German Empires-and the evolution of progress became very infl uential. 48 Yet at the same time, Hegel's concept of the state underlined the existence of a powerful and alternative concept that could nevertheless be coupled with empire. Both in 1871 and in 1933 the new political regimes referred prominently to the semantics of empire, using the names "the Second Empire" (Zweites Kaiserreich) of the German nation-state and the Th ird Reich. However, in 1871 Reich no longer denoted a loose federation with local autonomies, but referred to the ideal of a homogenous German nation under Prussian auspices and to an imperializing nation-state. Despite using the idea of imperial continuation and analogy, the Th ird Reich marked the complete opposite of the traditions of the old Reich, defi ning the German people's future in purely racist terms and going beyond all traditional boundaries by the imagination of a Greater German Empire (Grossdeutsches Reich) as a homogenous racial community (Volksgemeinschaft ).
With the end of Napoleon's regime in 1870, empire lost the meaning of a realistic political alternative and its semantics were reduced to the sphere of France's colonial possessions. In contrast to the French context, with the stabilization of the Th ird Republic's political culture, the semantics of Reich in Germany became essential for its further development, even aft er the formal end of the old Reich in 1804. Th e historian Heinrich August Winkler started his analysis of Germany's history of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries with the famous sentence "Am Anfang war das Reich" ("At the beginning there was the Holy Roman Empire") in order to underline that only by overcoming the false myths of Reich could Germany master her long path to the West. 49 In the British use of the concept of empire toward the late nineteenth century, the perception of international competition became crucial. For outspoken defenders of the British Empire, the concept was less associated with economic protectionism, and more with an attempt to integrate the former colonies, with their sizeable European settlements. Th ese former colonies were to enjoy quasi autonomy as dominions and join into an imperial federation.
Here the diff erence between empire and dominion proved to be important. Canada, for instance, achieved far-reaching legislative autonomy in 1867 and was then called "Dominion of Canada, " but "dominion" as a concept to denote all self-governing colonies of the British Empire came into use only in the course of the early twentieth century and was formally defi ned by the Statute of Westminster in 1931. In Charles Dilke's infl uential work of 1868, the primary focus on the former settler colonies went hand in hand with a defi nition of empire as a politically and culturally "Greater Britain, " amalgamating racist and social Darwinist connotations:
In America, the peoples of the world are being fused together, but they are run into an English mould: Alfred's laws and Chaucer's tongue are theirs … Th rough America, England is speaking to the world. Sketches of Saxondom may be of interest even upon humbler grounds: the development of the England of Elizabeth is to be found, not in the Britain of Victoria, but in half the habitable globe. If two small islands are by courtesy styled "Great" America, Australia, India, must form a Greater Britain. "
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Th e racist connotations were obvious, and they also found their way into the concept of former "white settler colonies" as the basis of the dominion status, denoting a racist understanding of empire that excluded non-white inhabitants from any imperial federation.
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At the same time, the concept of "Greater Britain" allowed a certain distancing from empire, which came under increasing pressure and criticism when identifi ed with imperial violence and repressive rule. John Robert Seeley, a professor of history at Cambridge, acknowledged the importance of the concept "Colonial Empire" for Britain's self-image, but he also pointed to a more critical semantics: "Th e expression 'Colonial Empire' is familiar to us, and yet there is something strange in the juxtaposition of words. Th e word empire seems too military and despotic to suit the relation of a mother-country to her colonies. "
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In contrast, the positive connotation of "Greater Britain" referred not only to English culture and nationality but also to a particular political culture that helped to distinguish the British Empire from all historical predecessors.
Greater Britain is a real enlargement of the English State; it carries across the seas not merely the English race, but the authority of the English Govern- Th e empire as a federation had a decisively political meaning. Seeley wrote that the only way to respond to the rise of the United States and Russia was to act like an empire following the example of the United States and establish a federal union of countries that were very remote from each other:
Our colonies do not resemble the colonies which classical students meet with in Greek and Roman history, and our Empire is not an Empire at all in the ordinary sense of the word. It does not consist of a congeries of nations held together by force, but in the main of one nation, as much as if it were no Empire but an ordinary state.
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However, it was not clear whether such a political entity would still be an empire. Moreover the idea of a particular civilizing mission, avoiding the mistakes of former empires, became prominent. Th us Lord Rosebery admitted that he did not know any word other than empire that "adequately expresses a number of states of vast size under a single sovereign, " but he insisted at the same time that "our Empire is not an Empire in the ordinary sense of the word ... the English Empire is on the whole free from that weakness which has brought down most empires, the weakness of being a mere mechanical forced union of alien nationalities. " He concluded his defi nition by referring to the idea of the empire as a "Greater Britain, " by stating that the British Empire was not really an empire, but "a vast English nation, only a nation so widely dispersed that before the age of steam and electricity its strong natural bonds of race and religion seemed practically dissolved by distance. " Th is defi nition focused exclusively on the white dominions. With regard to the ethnic and religious heterogeneity of the British Empire, contemporaries underlined its cultural meaning, its function for civilizing the colonies, where whites exclusively formed a tiny administrative minority. Alfred Milner admitted that "[e]mpire and imperialism are words which lend themselves to much abuse, " but he insisted that once one had stripped them of "tawdry accessories, " one would dis- Against this background the Encyclopaedia Britannica of 1910 saw the English concepts of empire and imperialism in stark contrast to the authoritarian French understanding of empire. Th e British version stood for "free coordination, and the self-government of each co-ordinated part. " Th e common law tradition, as well as the political and social values of Britain, served to unify elements in this defi nition. At the same time, and indirectly, these elements refl ected an empire in defense, in India, in Ireland, in South Africa aft er the experiences of the Boer War, and elsewhere:
Th e British Empire is, in a sense, an aspiration rather than a reality, a thought rather than a fact … yet it has, like its prototype, one law, if not the law of Rome-one faith, if not in matters of religion, and at any rate in the fi eld of political and social ideals.
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Outlook: Ideological Usages and the Politics of History in the Twentieth Century connotation of empire could be, even if it was not used in political language. Both Ireland and Algeria were by defi nition and constitutional setting not parts of the respective empires. Ireland, aft er 1801, had become an integral part of the United Kingdom, in the same way that Algeria had become a part of the French motherland in the course of the nineteenth century. Nevertheless, the use of empire as a watchword in connection with the situations of Ireland and Algeria had enormous political and mobilizing consequences, because it allowed developing analogies between the suppression of national independence movements there and in other parts of the colonial empires of Britain and France. If one denied Ireland a semantic context of empire and regarded it as an inseparable part of the motherland, it was no longer possible to apply the model of the white dominions and the practice of home rule to this case. Similarly, whether Algeria was defi ned as a part of the empire colonial of France or as Algérie Française mattered enormously. 58 In other words, the contemporary defi nition of what belonged to an empire and what did not had a deep impact on the process of decolonization by means of political languages.
Th e end of decolonization went hand in hand with a new focus on European integration, and with it came the fi rst of many revivals of empire in contemporary political language. But can the European Union really be portrayed as a return to an enlightened version of empire? 59 Otto von Habsburg, son of the last Habsburg emperor, representative of the Pan-European Union and member of the European parliament, developed the idea of the "European Union, which we want to make a supranational lawful polity in the sense of the old Reich. " According to him, the European Union should be a confederation of mixed and overlapping sovereignties and a system allowing a maximum of local identity and autonomy. Since the word Reich would lead to confusion, and because of the word's mainly negative historical connotations, Habsburg argued that Reich meant for the French a centralized polity which is a centralized power state. Th is is much more similar to the Roman Empire, a territorially sovereign polity with defi ned borders, than to the Holy Roman Empire of the Middle Ages that wanted to be and was something completely diff erent. In distinction to the French, the English have an equivalent to the German word 'Reich, ' namely commonwealth. Here the many confl icting defi nitions of empire and the problems of translating imperium, empire, and Reich from one language to another without levelling the complex historical meanings becomes obvious. Because of these historical legacies-ranging from the totalitarian experiences to those of decolonization-empire has not really become an acceptable label for explaining the European Union's character.
Th e concept's presence in political language instead points to two diff erent contexts: Aft er 1990/1991, empire, oft en in retrospect, was applied to the Soviet Union to underline its multiethnic composition, and explain its failure in light of its inability to deal with this variety. In the Western perspective, the search for a positive meaning of empire became quite obvious aft er the watershed years of 1989-1991 as well. It was no accident that historians like Niall Ferguson looked at the example of the British Empire of the nineteenth century in order to develop a role model for the United States as the last remaining global power capable of securing political order and economic stability. Th is example demonstrates how important the political use of historical arguments, and the politics of history, actually are for the semantics of empire in modern political language. Th e waves of publications on the meaning of empire in a post-imperial world demonstrate that this debate is far from over.
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Conclusion: Some Observations on General Trends
Against the background of these very preliminary and symptomatic fi ndings we may nevertheless identify at least some ideal-type aspects that seem elementary to understanding the historical semantics of empire.
First, the concept of empire includes in itself a longue durée and a particular structure of temporalization, not only the actual semantics of empire from antiquity to the present, but also the ideas of lines of succession, of historical continuity and analogies on the basis of translatio and renovatio imperii.
Second, the semantics of empire were oft en impregnated by a tension between universalism and particularism, between a missionary universalism of civilization and a political reality of eroding imperial rule. Th e tension existed also when the semantics of empire were confronted by rising territorial states from the time of the Middle Ages, when there were competing continental empires, when colonial empires developed in the course of the nineteenth century, and when compared with the model of the homogeneous and eff ective nation-state. Th ird, there developed particular leitmotifs in the semantics of empire: from the sphere of military and war, of monarchical dynasties and religion as means of imperial integration, to the spatial images and dichotomies of center vs. periphery, extension vs. overstretching, and fl exible imperial frontiers vs. fi xed borders of nation-states. From the eighteenth century onward the identifi cation of vast territories and particular forms of government, the danger of declining into despotic and repressive regimes, was a constant feature, as was the apparent ideal-type dichotomy between multiethnic empires and homogenizing nation-states.
Fourth, as in the history of other key concepts, the semantics of empire became diff erentiated through a critical and even polemical discussion of the concept, the development of counter-concepts and counter-models of rulemost importantly the nation-state-and the search for alternative concepts such as "federation" or "commonwealth". In the course of these processes, starting from the late eighteenth century, political and ideological connotations became distinguished from economic ones.
Finally, discourses on empire were and still are always discourses about the legitimacy of particular models of rule, and the semantics of empire refl ect the diff erent political, socioeconomic, or cultural layers of legitimacy, and very oft en also the tension between these layers. Th e extraordinary renaissance of empire in present-day political language seems due to a particular combination of a suggestive imagination of order cum prosperity and an applied politics of history corresponding to an increased demand for suggestive historical metaphors. Both elements were already visible in Gibbon's History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire as a contemporary response to the British experiences of imperial failure in 1776-from that perspective, we may still fi nd ourselves in the shadow of empire.
